


Case 1: Design Test
DAV Commanders Club

Can design alone enhance response to the 
Commanders Club renewal package when copy 

and format remain consistent with control?









Commanders Club Design Test:
New Design is a Big Hit!

“Parchment” Design was a big win – pulling a 27% Response  
Rate and an Average Gift of $19.05 

This test beat control and 5 other tests from multiple agencies 

Rolled out in 2013 and beat 7 additional package tests

Rolled out again in 2014, proving design alone can 
make the difference between winning and losing



Case 2: Format Test
DAV Commanders Club

Can a booklet format including veterans’ stories, 
club benefits and certificate beat the new control 

when copy and design remain consistent?











Commanders Club Format Test:
New Format Misses the Mark!

Even though the new format allowed for additional storytelling   
and photographs, it fell far short of the control

This format depressed Response Rate by nearly 30%

Why? 

Perhaps because benefits & certificate were inside booklet 

We believe the certificate and benefits drive response and 
perhaps they were not immediately evident to the donor

Also, the cost of the personalized booklet precluded us from 
inserting the note pad premium



Case 3: Envelope Teaser Test
MSPCA

Can an outer envelope with teaser about a shocking 
animal hoarding case beat the renewal control 

envelope with Challenge Match branding?  

Can a blind OE with no branding, teaser 
or organizational identification be effective?









MSPCA Challenge Match Results: 
Challenge Logo beats “Story” OE

Challenge Match control was highly successful, typically
pulling Response Rates of 5 – 6.4%, and Average Gifts 
in the $37 – $42 range

The test with animal hoarding case depressed results

Response Rate was 4.2% – a decrease of 34%; Average Gift
of $33.74 was a decrease of 14.3%

A blind OE test pulled a 5% Response Rate and $35 Average

Why? We allowed story to make “Challenge Match” offer less 
prominent. Numbers don’t resonate with donors, emotions do.

Lesson: A strong offer trumps a good story



Case 4: Brochure Test
Rhode Island Food Bank

Will the addition of a “Year in Review” 
brochure enhance or depress response 

to a successful year-end food bank renewal?







Food Bank Format Test: 
Brochure Depresses Results!

Control pulled a 8.3% Response Rate and Average Gift of $94.22

No Brochure Test pulled 9% Response; Average Gift of $105

The brochure depressed Response by 10% and Average Gift 

by 13%

Brochure also added cost, and eliminating it decreased CPDR by 

a whopping 28.5%

Lesson: Many test results are counter-intuitive. 

Sometimes less is more.



Case 5: Signatory Test
Riley Hospital for Children

Can a letter in which a patient tells their own story in the first 
person compete with a control in which the president/CEO 

of the hospital tells the same patient story?











Riley Hospital Copy/Design Test: 
First-person Patient Story Works!

The first-person story signed by Clare increased Response Rate 
by 7% over control w. same story signed by Dr. Sperring

However, Dr. Sperring letter had a 10% higher Average Gift

While “Clare” might not seem like big winner in the traditional 
sense, it was a big step forward in messaging for the hospital

They wanted to use more patient signers, featuring older 
children who were articulate and thankful

Lesson: Letter signer is not as important as you might think



Case 6: Capital Campaign
New England Conservatory 

Can direct mail to alumni help 
launch a Capital Campaign?









New England Conservatory Results: 
Mail Jump-starts Capital Campaign!

Audience consisted of alumni, most of whom were NOT 
direct mail donors

Response Rate was typical of acquisition campaign, but Average 
Gift of $288 was a 223% increase over typical gift of $89

Package grossed $25,000, as compared to the $10,000 of 
an average donor renewal mailing for NEC

Lesson: A more inclusive approach can activate previously 
unresponsive audiences



Case 7: Lapsed Recapture Test
Riley Hospital for Children

Can a mini note card beat the standard #10 renewal 
package with lapsed donor messaging?







Riley Hospital Lapsed Technique: 
“Personal” Card is an effective

Win-back Tactic!
This mini card test increased response rate by 
70% over a traditional #10 package

Average gift increased by 199%

Lesson: The small format was a new look for 
Riley, and provided a much-needed change-up 
in the program

The note card with handwritten font created a 
personal touch that resonated with lapsed donors



Case 8: Catholic Copy vs Secular
Franciscan Hospital for Children

Can an introduction that focuses on the 
Catholic history of the hospital increase 

response to our acquisition control?







Franciscan Hospital’s First Acquisition: 
It’s all in the name (& the story)!

“Secular” copy control did 0.83% with a $28.40 average

“Catholic” copy test did 0.51% with a $31.60 average

Despite test’s higher average, control’s higher response beat     
the test dramatically in CPRD terms: $4.44 vs. $3.08

Lesson: For this hospital, religious messaging, vague though it 
was, does not help … strong offer & compelling storytelling drive 
donors to action, NOT the religious connection 

For Catholics, Franciscan’s name is enough to get them onboard



Case 9: Integrated Fundraising
MSPCA

Keeping branding and messaging 
consistent in a multichannel campaign 

for the Walk for Animals.





Facebook Page

Landing Page

Email Blasts



Banner Ad

Newspaper AdPoster



Walk for Animals Integrated Campaign: 

The Initial Mailer & Postcard Reminder raised $148,658 (direct 
mail & online) — total WFA revenue reached over $245,000

Total CPRD: $0.06

Overall lead generation and attendance increased from the 
previous year. Website visits and requests for more information 
increased dramatically.

Lesson: Holistic, multichannel marketing strategy pays, even on 
a limited budget!



Catholic Charities
Case 10: Branded Appeal 

vs. Immigrant story
Can a dramatic story about a family assisted by Catholic Charities’ 

Refugee Resettlement Center beat established control with 
“Good Shepherd Appeal” branding and a more general “give to 
support programs that help the poor and vulnerable” message?









Catholic Charities:
“Good Shepherd” Branded Appeal

Beats Straight Story!
Branded appeals often help increase response.

In this case, the “Good Shepherd” branding had a 
tremendous impact.

Response rate was 50% lower without the “Good Shepherd” 
branding.
And the average gift was almost $35 higher.

Although we split the file 50/50, the incredible response to 
the “Good Shepherd” branding allowed us to beat projections 
for the campaign.



Case 11: Name label 
vs. Greeting Card

Nationwide Children’s Hospital

Can a greeting card test beat our 
name label acquisition control?















Nationwide Children’s Hospital:
Name and address label

Beats Greeting Card Pack
Greeting cards can be an expensive way to acquire donors.

Response rates can be very high, but average gift tends to be lower.

This test proved this out.
The greeting card had a healthy response rate of 2.2% compared 
to 1.7% for the labels.

Average gift was $22 for the cards compared to $28 for the labels.

Cost to acquire a donor showed dramatically why the high response 
rate comes at a big cost.

Cost to acquire a $28 label donor was $12.12 compared to $20.16 
to acquire a lower value card donor.




